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ABSTRACT
Entropy always refers to the amount of energy. The representation of entropy in architecture appears through the norm of heat, that is
called architectural heat. The relation between harmony and heat in things affect the urban planning pattern through many values as
output . Action refers to everything horizontal and vision refers to everything vertical in the domain of sight. According to that the
research problem has been determined through the effect of entropy on action and vision in urban planning pattern .Analytical
methodology and mathematical model depends on measuring the formation of planning network pattern that affects the values of action
through dynamic or static space . Vision values are affected by variety, complexity and colors which refer to the degree of entropy. The
research depends on the hypothesis that entropy can be measured by complexity and animation. The research aims at determining the
effect of entropy on network form according to the sample of network and the relation between action and vision .The research
concludes that the formation of planning network pattern affects the degree of network entropy and the relation between action and
vision .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many studies depended on finding the relation between
entropy as application of second law of thermodynamics and
architecture. Salingaros depended a model to measure the
complexity and animation in many buildings. The research
tries to develop that model and extend its application through
urban network. Theoretical domain will be used to reach many
variables that affect urban network in order to find a relation
between action as, representation of human horizontal activity,
and vision, as metaphor of urban form. The relation between
variation variables and correlation variables affect the norms
of complexity and animation that affect entropy influences on
network according to action& vision variables.

1.1. Research problem & Importance
The research concentrates on the research problem that appears
through how network planning affects urban form according to
the effect of entropy, and the mean to find the relation between
action and vision in urban form. The research importance
appears through the transition of urban planning design and
their effects through the relation between network, as
representation of human action and urban form, as vision by
the measurement of entropy.

1.2. Research Methodology
Mathematical model will be used to measure the relation of
negative entropy variables (symbol variations), and positive
entropy variables (correlation sample)

2. COCEPTUAL FRAME WORK
Conceptual framework will extend to build theoretical base in
order to discuss many variables of entropy, complexity and
animation relations and how they affect the norms of action
and vision in network urban planning. Mathematical model

will be used to measure that, through many values affect
entropy variation , and correlation variations . The theoretical
framework will extend to discuss the effect of complexity,
animation of grid iron planning and organic pattern , in order
to find the effect of that alternatives of planning network on
action and vision. Action always refers to the principle lines of
communication between places , it is a two - dimensional
ribbon (Moughtin , 2003). Complexity always refers to vision
while animation refers to action through space pattern.

2.1. What is Entropy?
Moraes mentioned that Entropy always relates with the laws of
natural energy and that affects the mechanism of things
arrangements. According to the relation between
thermodynamics and entropy .There are three methods to
define entropy factors :
A - through Joule , Carnot , and Clausius attitudes.
B - depending on statistical theory , that asserts entropy
factors , according to disorder depending to Maxweu , Gibbs ,
and Boitzmann .
C- the attitudes of finding a relation between information
theory and the negative (negu) entropy , depending on
Billouir , Rothstein , Grabar , and Sizilard.(De,Rosnany ,
2001 )
Salingaros(1997) depended on mechanism to form a relation
between entropy, according to the 2nd law of thermodynamics ,
and architecture , depending on the temperature in design.
Architectural temperature depends on many variables of
variations and variables of correlations. (Salingaros , 1997).

2.2. Entropy Variables and Model:
Entropy according to (F. Heylighen , 2001) is information and
its components are the most fundamental of quantitative
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measures more qualitative concepts of variety and constraint
through the probabilistic domain.( F. Heylighen , 2001).
Salingaros (2000)depended on numerical pattern to measure
entropy in architecture in order to measure the degree of
complexity and animation in many buildings of historical
value , depending on a model to measure the visual image , and
to know the degree of its information content. Salingaros
model has been built on the creation of humanity , buildings ,
cities , artworks or every artificial thing.It is the understanding
of complexity from thermodynamics and its basis in physics.
(Salingaros , 2000). Information according to Salingaros ,
1999 , affects space theory and urban space which depends on ,
information and toptic laws. Space relates with information
by :
1-Surroundings surfaces
2-Paths
3-Forms and design.
Panerai 2004 , discussed that the work of urban design is how
to focus on forms connections of cities and their architecture .
Urban tissue and plots subdivisions have some sequences for
architectural design . It is the interlocking of scales , typical for
each city , which will achieve their values.(Panerai , 2004)
Handsberg 1984, declared that information measuring can be
by the concept of probability , and symbols by finding
interrelations depending on secondary values , visual patterns ,
geometrical forms , and the degree of spatial serials . Physical
entropy of arrangement to measure complexity of systems is
dominant of that.
Salinagaros studied a trial to connect animation and
complexity according to thermodynamics, depending on :



(T ) symbol factor that relates with symbol variations.
(H) symbol factor that refers to correlations.

Each of that symbols contains many variables and values ,
that represents the degree of relation between them . In order
to get the degree of complexity and animation equations used
depending on many values and variables.
L = (T*H)
C = T (10-H)
Those equations are of five variables of( T) symbol and five
variables of H symbol. All those variables are called the
variables of factor 0<T <10, and0< H<10. The architectural
temperature (T) is defined as the degree of detail , curvature ,
and color in architectural forms. The architectural harmony
(H) is measured by the degree of coherence and internal
symmetry. (Salingaros , 1999)

2.3. Complexity & Animation
In the last 30 years, chaos and complexity phenomena is
studied, and all are aware of that. They represent the
phenomena of the whole universe system. Certainly,
predictability, and regularity. Order exists and intertwines a
nonlinear deterministic world. Complexity and chaos are
natural
aspects
of
reality.
(http
://www.
Edge.architect.com/complex_city.htm).
Many attitudes adopt complexity, and the mechanism of how
to measure. Much of that depends on the system, its elements,
the relation between them , and the way of correlations. The

mechanism of complexity measuring appears through (number
of elements, elements novelty surprising, elements texture
pattern, elements congruity , elements levels of order , their
intensity against back ground , meaning and symbols.)(lang,
1987 , Rapport , 1977). Salingaros (1997), depended
complexity mechanism measurement according to the
conception of heat in design, according to thermodynamics and
its numerical intensity.(salingaros , 1997). Animation always
relates with living things in opposition of live and non live
things. The condition of design , and built form to be in level
of biological life . Animation relates with the concept of life ,
as transforming object , which can be drawn by mathematics ,
mechanics and structural engineering . Transformable object is
of fully three – dimensional , smooth , reversible and
repeatable.(kronenburg, 2006,70)

2.4. The interrelation of the model

variables& urban network planning
pattern:
Salingaros ,1996 depended on a model collected architecture
heat and harmony . The variables of each pole consists of many
values . Salingaros used that model on many buildings in order
to measure the degree of complexity and animation for each
one. The research will depend on model with adaptation in
order to measure the degree of complexity and life on two
selected urban samples , relate with organic urban fabric and
the other to a grid iron pattern. The values of each variables
can be shown through:
1- (T) values variations :
 The degree of details : which relates with detail ,
fractal and hierarchy in urban fabric . Emmitt , 2004 ,
declared that without details there would be no
building. It appear through the interrelation between
conceptual design and construction , in order to
produce creative detailing.(Emmitt, 2004) . The
production of information can be by combining form
space enclosure and the connecting of lines or
materials arrangement.(ibid)
 Sharpness degree: which relates with , scales ,
centers , repetition .Corbett, 2004 mentioned that
scales relate with height and massing , as basic
physical character of design aspects for contextual
analysis, in addition to grain , appearance , details ,
and materials. (Corbett, 2004). Bell , 2008 declared
that shape is one of the most important variables ,
through shape range from simple and geometric
organic and complex . Complexity of shapes is
important for design unity . Natural shapes are usually
irregular .(Bell . 2008)
 Design differentiations through uniformity ,
regularity and differentiations in urban level .
 Curvatures of lines and edges, according to the axial
maps of the tradition urban fabric and grid iron
planning pattern. Hiller and Hanson refer to axiality
process and its form part of space syntax. The concept
of axial sight lines are drawn on a base map a long
open stenches of streets , which can indicate the
extent of open vision .It is the art of physical
permeability of urban lay out , which can be recorded
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numerically .(Corbett, 2004). Curved alignment
makes us follow its direction in order to see what lies
beyond.(bell , 2008)

Table 2 :H variables and secondary variables
sources: Researcher
Symbol
variables Secondary variables
Vertical
symmetry
/reflectional
relations
Linear & rotational
Scales , details
scales
hierarchy
Similar shapes
Overlapping
H factor
enclosure
vertical planes
variables
variety
Forms connection
proportion
Defined surfaces
properties
Color harmony
Hue &intensity
keeping , value
varying
Hue &value
keeping , chroma
varying
Lightness ,
darkness &intensity
of color



Color hue , which appear through the values of colors
depending on :
-Color values that relate with color hue in situation making
element isolates from surrounding.
- Color intensity and the degree of color purity .
-Color hue , for color perception depends on
many
related contrast colors value .(Poore, 1994)
2- (H) values variations: relate with the degree of
harmony ,which reduces the energy and disorder of
randomness according to :
 Vertical/ reflectional relations for all scales.
Linear and rotational scales.
 Similar shapes enclosure .Bell , 2008 declared that
enclosure created by overlapping vertical
planes .
it may be regular with wider variety of size of
space.(Bell , 2008)
Degree of forms connections. Lang , 2005 stated that urban
design is a means of making relations between buildings ,
routes , and other spaces. Connections is of making linkages
with unique properties.(Lang , 2005). One of the biggest
challenges in transforming object design is how to make
variety of shapes with linkages in essence of algorithm to
translate surface properties in to proportion and angels with
particular
connections
from
matrix
of
defined
surfaces.(Corbett,2004)
The degree of color harmony. Poore, 1994, declared that color
harmony can be achieved by the matter of similar hue and
chroma , by keeping the hue and chroma and varying the
value . In order to get color, harmony can be achieved by
keeping the hue and value, and varying the chroma .There is
variation of a single color of a single relative lightness or
darkness and the intensity of color varied.( Poore, 1994).
Table 1 :T variables and secondary variables sources:
Researcher
Symbol
variables Secondary variables
Degree of detail
Form & enclosure
Line connections
Materials
arrangement
T factor variables
Fractal & hierarchy
Sharpness degree
irregularity
Scales & sizes
grain
Repetition & centers
Design differentiation
scale
type
form
Curvatures of lines &
axility
edges
penetration
direction
Color hue
purity
Value of lightness

3. APPLICATION
The degree of animation and complexity which refer to entropy
and negu entropy can be according to the model :

5

5

j 1

j 1

……………(1) ()

5

Ci Pcn i   Tj  (10   Hj )

j 1
j 1
………..(2) ()
The first equation refers to animation and life in urban fabric ,
according to the interrelation between urban form and urban
planning.
The second equation refers to complexity , the degree of heat ,
and randomness , appears to the beholder according to the
interrelation between urban form and planning . The numerical
weight of each value of T and H are (0,1,2), (0<x<2), and the
value of T or H,( 0<5x<10) . the result of animation, and
complexity degree extend 0<Pc,Ac<100, depending on values
numerical weight.
The research application is of 3 steps :
- Many theoretical variables relate with (T) factor ,
and (H) factor , in order to find indicators for
application.
To determine the values that affect the model variables ,
according to research model.
-Selected samples in order to analyze the application
indicators and model variables . The research depends on the
visual step , which can determine with( 100 m) length, or
through route changing in direction . The analysis steps
depend on dividing the routes of urban fabric selected samples
- axial maps in order to make compromising between
vision values and action values .




5

Ai PCn1   Tj   Hj

Salingros origin equation C = T * ( 10 –H)

Salingaros origin equation L = ( T * H)
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3.1. Case study samples
Two samples have been selected according to:
- Sample(C1) relates with organic urban planning pattern ,
in order to check and find the relation between (T) and
(H) model variables.
-sample (C2) relates with grid iron urban planning pattern
for the same above reasons.
The application steps depend on finding the value of (T , H) ,
complexity and animation of each samples.
3.1.1.

Variables relation measurement

and observation in order to analysis the relation between
various samples variables and the model variables.
3.1.2. Samples description
-The first sample (C1) is of organic pattern ; has been selected
from tradition old Hilla centeral urban fabric . Hilla is the
center of Babylon Province ofIraq . the selected sample is part
of the urban fabric, through select major urban fabric route .
- the 2nd sample is of urban grid iron planning pattern. The
selected sample is in sectional housing plan of grid iron
planning pattern. The selected sample is Naiga housing
complex in Doha , Qatar.

The relation between different variables depend on descriptive

1. B tradition alley C1

1-C, X1 Urban Fabric visual step C1

1-D, X2 Urban Fabric visual step C1
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1-E,X3 Urban Fabric visual step C1

2-F,X3 grid iron visual step C2
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Fig 1,A,B,C,D,E,F, tradition urban fabric samples.
sources: Dar al Handasa,2006

Fig 2,A,B,C,D,E,F, grid iron urban planning sample
sources: (http.//archnet.org/library/images/one-image.tci?image_id=747)

3.2. Discussion
Table 3: T variables and values for C1,C2 sources :Researcher

Samples no.
C1

C2

Route section

Ci

Ai

X1
X2
X3
X1
X2
X3

40
30
24
5
8
12

40
30
24
5
12
18

Table 4 :H variables and values for C1,C2 according to table 1,2 variables sources :Researcher
Samples
no.
C1

C2

Route
section
X1
X2
X3
X1
X2
X3

T
Secondary
Variables
2,1,2,2,1
2,2,1,1,0
1,1,2,1,1
0,0,1,0,0
0,0,2,0,0
1,0,1,1,0

Values
8
6
6
1
2
3

Table 5 :complexity and animation values for samples C1,C2
sources: Researcher
Samples no.

Route section

C1

C2

X1
X2
X3
X1
X2
X3

H
Secondary
Variables
1,0,1,1,2
1,0,1,2,1
1,1,0,1,1
1,2,1,1,1
1,2,1,1,1
1,1,1,1,2

Values
5
5
4
5
6
6
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Through analyzing the values according to table 3,4,5 we can
discuss the following as below:
 High architectural heat in samples C1 and its sections
X1,X2,X3 according to degree of details , fractal , hierarchy ,
irregularity , grain , scales , penetration , and different sizes.
 low architectural harmony in the same above sample sections
according to vertical , relations , symmetry , details ,
overlapping vertical planes, intensity of color.
 low architectural heat in samples c2 and its section
X1,X2,X3 according to degree of detail ,sharpness
degree ,curvatures of lines , and color hue .
 high architectural harmony in the same previous sample and
its sections because of scale , color harmony.
 values of complexity in samples C1 are high in compression
to samples C2 according to the variables of forms , enclosure ,
materials arrangement , irregularity , grain , scale ,and sizes,
which relate with forms and vision.
 values of animation in sample C1 are also high in comp
ration to sample C2 because of lines connections , axility ,
direction , grain , color harmony, which affect static and
dynamic space ,of net work planning as action.

4. CONCLUSIONS
 Entropy always refers to energy and in architecture

represents as architectural heat . Negu entropy refers to
negative entropy through harmony in architecture.
 Entropy affects architectural forms , urban form and planning
through action and vision .
 complexity is the value of architectural heat , which leads to
variety of form and irregularity .
 Animation is the value of life which leads to stability , static
and dynamic space in urban network .
 Complexity is of high value in tradition urban form which
affects vision and be of high variety and it is less in modern
buildings of grid iron planning pattern .
 Animation is too high in urban planning net work due to
curvature , un axial routes , that causes static , dynamic spaces ,
and is not so in grid iron planning pattern because of axiality
and straight lines of routes.
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